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Abstract: Acne skin demonstrates increased transepidermal water loss (TEWL) compared with healthy skin, which may be due, in part, to altered ceramide levels. We analysed ceramides in the stratum corneum of healthy and acne skin, and studied seasonal variation over the course of a year. Using ultraperformance liquid chromatography with electrospray ionisation and tandem mass spectrometry (UPLC/ESI-MS/MS), we identified 283 ceramides. Acne-affected skin demonstrated overall lower levels of ceramides, with notable reductions in CER[NH] and CER[AH] ceramides, as well as the acylceramides CER[EOS] and CER[EOH]; these differences were more apparent in the winter months. Lower ceramide levels reflected an increase in TEWL in acne, compared with healthy skin, which partly resolves in the summer. Individual ceramide species with 18-carbon 6-hydroxysphingosine (H) bases (including CER[N(24)H(18)], CER[N(26)H(18)], CER[A(24)H(18)], CER[A(26)H(18)]) were significantly reduced in acne skin, suggesting that CER[NH] and CER[AH] species may be particularly important in a healthy skin barrier.

1. Background

Acne is a common multifactorial disease prevalent in adolescents [1], recently shown to involve reduced epidermal barrier function [2], with symptoms reportedly worsening in winter [3]. Although impaired barrier function correlates with reduced total sphingolipids in acne [4], there is a lack of detailed understanding of stratum corneum (SC) ceramide changes and their contribution to barrier function in the disease. Furthermore, seasonal variation in SC
ceramides in healthy individuals has been reported, with acylceramides CER[EOS] found reduced in winter [5], but the picture in acne is less clear.

2. Questions Addressed

Aiming to compare acne with healthy skin, interrogate potential seasonal differences, and seek association with barrier function, we performed a detailed investigation of SC ceramides throughout the year.

3. Experimental Design

We studied adolescent males (aged 13–18yr) with (n=7) and without (n=10) acne over 12 months (females were excluded to avoid potential hormonal cycling effects in a small subject population). The study was conducted according to the Helsinki Declaration, with written informed consent, and approved by the Allendale Institutional Review Board. Cheek SC lipids were sampled in each season (February, April, August, November) using Leukoflex® tapes. A single tape-strip per donor was used (uppermost layer of SC) to extract ceramides. A total of 283 ceramides from 10 classes were identified and analyzed by ultra-performance-liquid-chromatography coupled to electrospray-ionization tandem mass-spectrometry (UPLC/ESI-MS/MS) [6, 7] (Supplementary-S1). Relative semi-quantitation was performed using CER[N(25)S(18)] as internal standard, a ceramide found in negligible levels endogenously. This approach allows valid comparison between healthy and acne skin, and across seasons, in this case-control study. Ceramide quantities are reported as pmol/mg protein and are similar to those published previously from the analysis of SC ceramides in healthy subjects [8, 9] (Supplementary-S1); proportions of ceramide classes (mean % of total ceramides) are also in agreement with previous analysis of cheek SC (Supplementary-S2) [8, 9]. CER[AH] and CER[NH] were found to be the most abundant classes in cheek SC,
while other body sites (e.g. forearm) show different compositions and contain less 6-hydroxy-ceramides and more phyto-ceramides [8-12].

4. Results

Acne-affected skin showed higher levels of TEWL (assessed by open-chambered evaporimeter) [13] than healthy skin year-round, with significant differences December to June, and September to November, indicating possible compromised barrier function (Supplementary-S3). No seasonal changes in acne symptoms (modified Cook’s score) were observed. All ceramide classes demonstrated significant negative correlation with TEWL during at least one season, but only some negative correlations with acne symptoms [14]; TEWL did not correlate with symptoms (Supplementary-S4); so we compared ceramide class totals in healthy and acne skin (Fig.1).

Acne-affected skin showed lower levels of ceramides (Fig.1), with profound reductions compared to healthy in CER[NH] (February: 57% p=0.004; April: 38% p=0.001), CER[AH] (February: 36% p=0.003; April: 47% p=0.006), CER[EOS] (February: 68% p<0.0001; August: 71% p=0.003; November: 40% p=0.002) and CER[EOH] (February: 59% p=0.006). These differences equilibrated in August (Fig.1c) when TEWL differences diminished (Supplementary-S3), suggesting that changes in barrier function may be attributed not only to differential ceramide production in acne, but also to reduced levels of CER[NH] and CER[AH] species.

Profiling of CER[NH] and CER[AH] species revealed lower levels in acne compared with healthy skin of CER[N(24)H(18)] (February, April, November: 46%, 67%, 37% respectively; p<0.0001), CER[N(26)H(18)] (February, April, August, November: 42%, 63%, 49%, 42% respectively; p<0.0001), CER[A(24)H(18)] (February, April, November: 40%, 56%, 29% respectively; p<0.0001) and CER[A(26)H(18)] (February: 23% p=0.04; April:
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42% p<0.0001, November: 24% p=0.0005) (Fig.2). Reductions were also noted in CER[EOS] and CER[EOH] species with 18-carbon sphingoid bases (Fig.2): CER[E(18:2)O(30)S(18)] (February: 67% p<0.0001, August: 75% p=0.001; November: 37% p=0.01); CER[E(18:2)O(30)H(18)] (February: 61%, April: 69%, August: 74%, November: 54%, all p<0.0001).

5. Conclusions

This study shows that seasonal variations in skin ceramides are more pronounced in acne, with reductions in ceramide levels during winter months reflecting reduced barrier function, assessed as increased TEWL. Healthy skin produced higher levels of CER[NH] and CER[AH] in winter, suggesting adaptation to temperature, humidity or UV changes, while acne-affected skin appears less able to do so. Currently, the mechanisms underlying seasonal changes in skin ceramides are not understood, but are likely to involve both the ceramide salvage and de novo biosynthesis pathways [7].

While CER[EOS] and CER[EOH] levels are crucial for SC organisation and barrier function [15, 16], the properties of 6-hydroxy-ceramides CER[AH] and CER[NH] are less well understood. Recent findings from studies using model membranes provide mixed evidence on their roles in barrier function. Model membranes with CER[NH] instead of CER[NS] had reduced ion permeability, although this was accompanied by increased water permeability [17]. Additionally, the presence of multiple hydroxy groups (three in CER[NH], four in CER[AH]) alters lipid packing in a way similar to inclusion of phyto-ceramides in model membranes [18, 19]. The physiological relevance of these findings remains uncertain, and it seems likely that an effective barrier depends on the inclusion of correct proportions of different ceramide classes. As this is the first report on the prevalence of 6-hydroxy-ceramides in acne and their potential involvement in acne-related barrier dysfunction, further
studies are needed to appreciate their exact role in SC structure and function, and the effect of seasonal changes on their production.

Interestingly, ceramide species found reduced in acne are all derivatives of the H18 sphingoid base, containing non-hydroxy (N) and α-hydroxy (A) acyl chains with 24- and 26-carbons CER[(N(24)H(18)], CER[N(26)H(18)], CER[A(24)H(18)], CER[A(26)H(18)] (Fig.2). This profile may be attributed to high abundance of 18-carbon chains, although the biosynthetic reactions regulating these hydroxylated ceramides are not yet clear [20]. The H base appears to be skin-specific and present at substantial levels, and warrants further investigation in acne and other inflammatory conditions. The apparent failure of acne-affected skin to produce sufficient amounts of 6-hydroxy-ceramides suggests potential defects in the expression/activity of relevant enzymes; acne skin presents a useful system for their identification. This study demonstrates for the first time that changes in ceramide composition are associated with acne, and may lead to a better understanding of the compromised epidermal barrier in the disease, including the role of other epidermal lipids important for barrier function.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. The SC of acne skin shows reduced levels of CER[NH], CER[AH], CER[EOS] and CER[EOH] ceramides. SC lipids were sampled from the cheek skin of adolescent boys with (n=7) and without (n=10) acne in February (a), April (b), August (c) and November (d). Individual ceramide species were analysed by UPLC/ESI-MS/MS and are presented as total ceramides per class, expressed as pmol/mg protein. In acne, total levels of CER[NH], CER[AH], CER[EOS] and CER[EOH] ceramides were reduced, with differences significant in the winter and spring, and mainly resolving in the summer and autumn. Data are expressed as individual points; lines represent mean ± SD. Statistical analyses were performed using unpaired t-tests corrected for multiple comparisons.

Figure 2. In acne, individual ceramide species containing C18 sphingoid bases within the CER[NH], CER[AH], CER[EOS] and CER[EOH] classes demonstrated significant reductions compared with clear skin. Individual ceramide species were analysed using UPLC/ESI-MS/MS and multiple reaction monitoring, and are expressed as pmol/mg protein. In acne, ceramides CER[N(24)H(18)], CER[N(26)H(18)], CER[A(24)H(18)], CER[A(26)H(18)], CER[E(18:2)O(30)S(18)] and CER[E(18:2)O(30)H(18)] showed reduced expression year-round, although with some improvements in the summer. Data (n=10 healthy, n=7 acne) are expressed as mean ± SD. ****p<0.0001, ** P<0.01, *P<0.05. Statistical analyses were performed using unpaired t-tests corrected for multiple comparisons.
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